Chessington Art Curriculum
Stretch
and
Challenge

Art Club

Portfolio Builder

Final GCSE Exam:
10 hour art piece
On your chosen topic

Art Monitor

Choose your exam topic - GCSE
Choose one of 11 topics to create
your own art portfolio from.

Create your exam
Personal Portfolio

IDENTITY -GCSE
Develop your painting skills and learn how to paint
realistic skin tones and portraits, through studying portrait
painting and the work of current artists who look at faces
and portraying themes of identity in their work.

Year

10

NATURAL FORM - GCSE
Enjoy the beauty of nature
and discover why so many
artists turn to nature for
inspiration in their art.

Mock Exam:
5 hour art piece

Year

11

Collected Objects - Looking at the work of pop
art and artists who have used everyday objects
to base their art work on.

ORGANIC MECHANIC - a
gcse style project looking at
artists who use nature and
machines to create their
artwork, developing your own
original idea.

PERSPECTIVE- Learn the
rules of perspective and
develop your technical ability
In landscape art.

Year

9

SWEET TREATS - Be inspired by the shapes,
colours and textures of cakes, sweets and
chocolate. Discover artwork that is dedicated to all
things sweet.

NATURAL FORM CLAY POTS Create your own clay coil pot,
inspired by the patterns in nature,
learning how to use tools to make
designs.

INSECT PROJECT - Learn about Artists and
develop new skills, looking at Insects.

FORMAL ELEMENTS - Learn how to use the
basic principles of art such as, line, tone,
texture, shape, and pattern and how these are
used by other artists.

PORTRAITURE Learn how artists
draw faces, by
studying proportion
and looking at how
the masters do it.

Year

8

Oriental Art - Study how artist
from the east create their
artwork and depict symbols and
meanings through their artwork.

Year

7

Welcome to
Chessington School

Summer School Transition

Transition

